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The Z-Bar Shoe: A Closer Look
By Stephen E. O'Grady, DVM, MRCVS

INTRODUCTION
The Z bar shoe has gained
popularity with clinicians, both
veterinarians and farriers, when
faced with damage or infection to a
heel quarter / heel or heel on one
side of the hoof capsule (Figure 1A
& 1B). Among the injuries
encountered where it is commonly
used are heel bruising (corns), hoof
wall separations, quarter / heel
cracks, fracture of the bar and hoof
wall avulsions. The Z bar shoe has
become a popular forging exercise
but does it really possess the
purported benefits when used in
farriery practice? Farriery methods
used today are often based on
theoretical assumptions and hearsay
derived from empiric experience
rather than sound farriery
principles and proof of efficacy.
Central to our current knowledge
of farriery is the interaction of the
structures of the foot (especially
when damaged), the manner in
which the foot loads and the
surface on which the foot interacts.
So, if we consider the therapeutic
principles when confronted with
structural damage to a section of
the horse’s foot, there may be more
appropriate farriery options than
the Z bar shoe.

1A

1B
Fig. 1A shows a well forged Z bar shoe with an adequate frog plate. Fig. 1B
shows the same shoe attached to a foot. Note the frog plate covering the frog.
(Courtesy of Jacques Kroger - South Africa).

THERAPEUTIC
CONSIDERATIONS
It is important to realize and
understand the functionality of a
bar shoe. They provide stability to
the hoof capsule by the nature of
the bar joining the two branches of
the shoe together; placing a bar
between the heels of a shoe adds
several inches of ground contact
surface area to the foot; they
provide local protection and
recruitment of additional weight
bearing structures of the foot. The
continuity bar shoe around the
perimeter of the hoof capsule
allows a section of the hoof capsule
to be unloaded as there will be a
weight bearing surface in front of
and behind the affected area.
Furthermore, bar shoes decrease
the independent vertical movement

of the heels thereby reducing
movement and stabilizing the
structures in the palmar / plantar
section of the foot.
It may be helpful to consider
therapeutic principles when trying
to decide on the best farriery
approach for a foot with a
compromised heel / quarter or heel.
The therapeutic principles of
farriery used to promote healing of
any injured / diseased tissue or a
hoof wall defect are:
■ Protection
■

Unload or decrease the force on
the damaged section of the foot

■

Redistribute the load to a better
section of the foot
Continued on page 2
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Perhaps the Z bar shoe should be
considered a partial bar shoe. The
bar of the Z bar is shaped with 2
90° bends such that one leg of the Z
is attached to the quarter of one
branch of the shoe and the other leg
is attached to the heel of the
opposite branch. This configuration
affords no protection to the section
of hoof wall not covered by the
shoe and leaves it vulnerable to
trauma from the surface below. The
Z bar shoe has limited ability to
unload or decrease the forces on the
exposed section of the hoof wall.
The Z bar shoe offers a floatation
effect when the horse stands or
walks on a hard-flat surface as the
affected area is off the surface.
However, if the horse stands or is
moved on a deformable surface
such as sand, synthetic arena
footing, grass paddock, etc.; the
weight of the horse will force the
shoe to sink in the footing and the
unprotected quarter / heel will be
directly engaged with the surface.
The same thing happens when the
horse is in the stall standing on
sawdust, shavings or other type of
bedding but to a lesser degree.
Furthermore, if we consider the
point in the quarter of the foot
where the Z bar turns medially
toward the frog; this forms a
fulcrum placing leverage on the
quarter / heel palmar or plantar to
this point (Figure 3). Therefore,
when the horse is weight bearing,
this leverage will create an
additional force on this area in a
distal direction.
The Z bar shoe would appear to be
able to redistribute a limited
amount of weight bearing to other
parts of the foot. However, in order
to transfer load, the Z bar would
have to have an adequate frog plate
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Fig.2. shows a Z bar show without a
frog plate which prevents redistributing
the weight of the horse to another
section of the foot.

3A

3B

Fig. 3A and 3B. Note the fulcrum eﬀect
(red arrows) of the Z bar shoe and the
leverage on the hoof wall palmar /
plantar to the end of the shoe.

that would cover the frog.
Furthermore, the frog and related
structures would have to be of
sufficient mass and healthy in order
to accept some of the weight
bearing function and make the
palmar / plantar section of the foot
‘load sharing’. The Z bar shoe is
hard to make properly, so many
cases seen in practice are just a Z
formation without the necessary
frog plate which then has no ability

to redistribute load and would
actually render the foot unstable
(Figure 2). Secondly, the ability to
redistribute weight is further
limited, due to the leverage and the
force exerted on the exposed hoof
wall as some of the load will be
placed here rather than over the
entire foot if a full bar shoe was
used.
One last point that needs to be
considered is how the forelimb
(limb) conformation affects the
landing pattern of the horse. If a
horse lands slightly lateral heel first
and has a lateral heel injury;
removing a section of the shoe that
exposes the compromised heel will
alter the landing pattern and
increase the force during the
landing phase of the stride. A horse
with a rotational deformity or an
offset foot will land asymmetrically
and load the foot disproportionally
with excessive load being placed on
the medial side of the foot (sheared
heels). As many injuries and hoof
wall defects (quarter cracks) occur
medially; this will add excessive
force to the unprotected hoof wall
which is not conducive to healing.

ALTERNATIVE FARRIERY
SOLUTIONS
There are many farriery methods to
implement the therapeutic
principles of protecting and
unloading a compromised section
of the foot and then redistributing
the load to a better section of the
foot. Any discussion of therapeutic
farriery and its ultimate success has
to start with and rely on a good
basic trim.1,2,3 Briefly, a line is drawn
across the widest part of the foot,
the frog is trimmed to remove
exfoliating horn and the heels of the
hoof capsule are trimmed to the
Continued on page 3
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Fig. 4. Basic trim –
red lines show the
widest part of the
foot and the
proportions on either
side of the widest
part of the foot. Blue
line shows the base
of the frog. Star is
approximate position
of the center of
rotation.

base of the frog or to a point where the hoof wall at
the heels and the frog are on the same horizontal
plane. The toe length is reduced accordingly such
that there are approximate proportions of surface
area on either side of the line drawn across the
middle of the foot (Figure 4). Once a shoe is
chosen, the hoof wall on the affected side is again
trimmed from the toe quarter to the heel in a
tapered fashion to create a ‘pie shaped’ space
between the shoe and the hoof.4
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Fig. 5. Kerckhaert SX-8
straight bar shoe

Fig. 6. Heart bar shoe with a
healthy frog (Courtesy of Jeﬀ
Ridley CJF, TE)
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SHOE OPTIONS
There are many shoe or shoe combinations that can
be used. The shoe choice should be based on the
severity and extent of the damage or defect in the
affected section of hoof wall. All the shoes
mentioned will protect the affected area. If it is a
simple defect such as a quarter crack, a simple bar
shoe is generally sufficient. The continuity of the bar
shoe stabilizes the hoof capsule and allows the
section of the hoof wall with the defect to be
unloaded (Figure 5). Added stability can be added
by using a heart bar shoe which has the ability to
transfer some of the load to the frog and palmar
foot. In order for the heart bar shoe to be effective,
it is necessary to have a healthy frog of sufficient
mass (Figure 6). Another option to redistribute the
weight is to use a bar shoe with some form of pad.
Before applying the shoe and pad, impression
material will be added to the solar surface of the
foot except under the affected section of the foot so
that area stays unloaded (Figure 7). An excellent
combination to protect / unload the compromised
hoof wall and redistribute the load on the foot is to
use a bar shoe with a spider plate and impression
material. Again, the impression material is removed
from beneath the affected hoof wall (Figure 8).
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7B
Fig. 7A and 7B. Kerckhaert SX-8 straight bar shoe with impression material.
Note the space created between the hoof surface and the shoe.

8A

8B
Fig. 8A and 8B. Kerckhaert SX-8 straight bar shoe with spider plate.
Note impression material removed under medial quarter / heel.
Open shoe with spider plate and impression material.
Note stiﬀness of spider plate will create a bar shoe eﬀect.

Continued on page 4
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A CLINICAL CASE USING FARRIERY PRINCIPLES
A 14-year-old upper level event horse suffered a severe avulsion of the right
fore medial hoof wall from the toe quarter to the heel (Figure 9). Immediately
after the injury, he was placed in a foot cast for 5 days and received antibiotics.
When presented out of the cast, he was toe-touching lame with a marked
digital pulse. Pressure on the avulsed area of the foot showed marked pain. To
initiate the principles discussed above, the horse was placed in a wooden shoe
which allowed the avulsed side of the foot to be unloaded and the weight to
be redistributed across the foot due to the flat solid surface of the block (Figure
10). The horse immediately became sound. As there was no infection present,
the detached section of hoof wall was left in place to act as a 'Band-Aid'. There
was solid hoof wall growth at the coronet a month later and the horse was
changed to a bar shoe / pad / impression material combination (Figure 11). At
the second reset (8 weeks), the hoof wall can be seen growing down solid and
evenly (Figure 12). Small portions of the detached wall have been removed
periodically with solid cornified horn underneath. The horse is turned out and
the hoof wall has continued to grow down uneventfully.
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Fig. 9. Complete avulsion of medial hoof
wall from toe quarter to heel.

CONCLUSION
Farriery is both an art and a science. I like to use a thought process based on principles when devising a therapeutic plan.
In most cases the principles for damaged tissue will be to protect, take the force of it and redistribute some of the weight
bearing function to another part of the foot. I try not to think about what I did on the last case but what I’m going to do
for this case. There are always a variety of ways to apply principles.
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Fig. 10A and 10B. Wooden shoe at an initial farriery.
Note wall unloaded and screws inserted in toe.
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DID YOU
KNOW?
FPD has a vast library of videos for the
professional farrier available on YouTube as
well as the FPD Field Guide for Farriers.
Subscribe to the FPD YouTube channel
@farrierproducts for the latest video releases
and save the FPD Mobile Field Guide farrierproducts.com/fieldguide - to your smart
phone home screen to view valuable farrier
information on the go.

11B

Fig. 11A and 11B. Kerckhaert SX-8 straight bar shoe with leather pad
and impression material at 4 weeks

12A

12B

Fig. 12A and 12B. Reset at 8 weeks (12A) and 12 weeks (12B).
Note hoof wall growth at coronet.

Dr. Steve O’Grady is both a veterinarian and a farrier. He operates
Virginia Therapeutic Farriery which is a referral practice devoted
to therapeutic farriery located in Keswick, VA.
Disclaimer: Dr. O’Grady has no financial interest in Farrier Product
Distribution (FPD) but routinely uses and recommends their
products in his veterinary practice.
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BELLOTA RASPS

RAPID CUT
CLEAN FINISH

Why Professional Farriers
Choose Bellota Rasps
Special Bellota Chrome Alloy Steel
Exceptional Quality
Uniform Teeth Geometry
Exclusive Bellota Sharpening
Technology

SHOEING TIPS

Ranger Plain Modified
for Lateral Breakover
Mike Wildenstein, CJF FWCF (hons) did this simple modification to a
Kerckhaert Ranger Plain shoe to provide ease of breakover, not in the
center of the toe but slightly lateral in the natural path of travel based on
his evaluation. He held the limb close to the ground and determined a
line parallel to the ground would indicate a lateral breakover would be
the most comfortable for the horse.

BELLOTA RAPTOR
Very Aggressive Rasp cut and
Coarse File sides for the most
efficient removal of hoof material
The extra width (2-1/4" v. regular
1-3/4") provides a greater cutting
surface, ideal for large hooves

BELLOTA RAZOR PLUS
Very Aggressive Rasp cut for the
fastest removal of hoof material
Coarse File side for the most
efficient finish

Ready to begin at the anvil with Bloom Tools, Kerckhaert Ranger
Plain and FootPro™ Rounding Hammer.

BELLOTA TOP SHARP
Aggressive Rasp cut for quick
removal of hoof material
Intermediate File side for
excellent and efficient finish

BELLOTA CLASSIC
Aggressive Rasp cut for quick
removal of hoof material
Smooth File side, ideal for “dressing”
finish

Also try the Mini Rasp perfect for small feet handle included!
View the Full Line of Bellota Rasps,
Files and Tools at farrierproducts.com

Beveling toe to lateral side
working at edge of face.
Determining parallel line with
ground to establish natural
breakover point.
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Resulting bevel.

Resulting bevel side view.

Checking fit.

Tacked on and checking parallel.

For more articles and tips from professional farriers, visit FPD's Field Guide for
farriers at farrierproducts.com/filedguide.

THE NATURAL ANGLE is
published to provide you with new and
useful information about the industry. It
is published through a cooperative effort
of FPD, Kerckhaert Horseshoes, Liberty
Horseshoe Nails, Bellota, Bloom Forge,
Vettec and your supplier.
Articles in this publication are the
property of The Natural Angle and cannot
be reprinted without express permission.
For information concerning reprints,
please contact Dan Burke, FPD, P.O.
Box 1328, Shelbyville, KY 40066 or
Email: fpd@farrierproducts.com.
If you have questions, comments or
ideas concerning the articles published
in the Natural Angle, please contact
your distributor. We welcome your
input. The Natural Angle is designed and
edited by Graphic Response. ■
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$1.50

COUPON
OFFER

CHOOSE BELLOTA RAZOR PLUS
OFF
EACH

RAZOR PLUS RASP
To Redeem Use Code:

FROM BELLOTA

RAZOR+MF
Coupon valid in-store or via
phone order at Monetta Farrier
Specialties only. Limit 6 per customer. Oﬀer expires January 31, 2019.

• Larger tooth design to
reduce clogging
• Heat treated to hold
edge

• High grade steel
• Coarser file side
• Aggressive cut removes
material quickly

FOR IN- STORE USE

Name: __________________________________
Date:____________ Qty. Purchased: ______
❒ New User ❒ Current User
Current Rasp Brand: ____________________

TRIM HERE

Kerckhaert SX-8
Horseshoes

The Kerckhaert SX-8 is a
versatile shoe used for
trail, jumping, dressage
and ranch work. The
shoes are symmetrical and
feature sole relief on
fronts. Available in
unclipped and clipped.

Aiken, SC 29801
803.685.5101

Columbus, NC 28722
828.894.0280

Liberty 6 Combo Slim
Horseshoe Nails
Available Now

Regular and Cu versions of the new
Liberty 6 Combo Slim are now
available. These nails are an
excellent choice for larger
shoes punched for
American nails, but will
also seat in E-punched
shoes. Farriers will appreciate
the length and slightly larger head of the 6 Combo
Slim. The Liberty 6 Combo Slim nail is 54mm long.
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